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How do you get permission to access a computer system, whilst ensuring hackers don't, or 
use an asset, whilst preventing thieves from doing so? 

Overview 

One needs permission from somebody or someone to do pretty much 
anything these days. Whether it be parking your car, gaining a license, 
accessing a stock exchange or, more recently and topically, retaining 
personal data from a client business card, somebody somewhere insists 
you provide evidence that you have permission. 

This paper explores ‘permissions’, i.e. the actions one is allowed to 
perform with items, and more specifically, permissions surrounding digital 
items, which are becoming increasingly complex. In order to effectively 
manage such permissions in contemporary markets, we believe that a new 
framework for defining and managing distributed permissions is needed: 
what one might call a species of ‘information rules’. 

The goal of this report is to consider how Smart Ledgers could implement 
such a permissions framework. We intentionally explore new technical 
approaches, rather than recommending an evolution of current frameworks and technology. We believe 
that current technical ‘architectures’, largely based around a central third party and its information 
technology, are giving way to more distributed architectures. These distributed architectures are based 
on ‘Smart Ledgers’, multi-organisational databases with a super audit trail, typically containing some 
embedded computer code. 

Report  Extracts 

Three Market Layers 

At each layer, permissions are a 

crucial aspect of market rules. 

However, the nature of 

permissions differs significantly 

among the layers, for the simple 

reason that access to a physical 

market square and purchases 

there involves a very different 

set of issues from transactions 

by telecommunication at the 

virtual layer or exchange of 

information about market 

function at the information 

layer.  



Deontic Logic in Practice (for Identity)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Structure Of Possible Future Permissions Framework  

Conclusions 

Smart Ledgers have some inherent advantages over centralised solutions.  They start off decentralised, 
providing advantages such as resilience and availability.  They provide tremendous flexibility, perhaps too 
much.  They provide excellent audit trails.  But they are complex and harder to understand.  A formal 
‘logic’ or ‘algebra’ for permissions would help to ensure that the basic permissions an individual seeks 
over their digital ‘items’ can be expressed and implemented and tested.  

The criteria for successful permissioning systems appear to be:  

• Precision – ability to accurately convey permissions;  
• Breadth – scope to convey any type of permission;  

• Applicability – comprehensibility and practicality of application in real-world markets and related 
interactions.  

A genuine area for research is to determine how a formal deontic logic of ‘may’ and ‘ought’ can be 
implemented at the heart of Smart Ledgers to provide intrinsic permission structures similar to the way 
in which Smart Ledgers provide intrinsic timestamping and audit trails.  
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